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ABSTRACT: There has been a huge increase in research in the area of cyber security to support cyber applications and 
prevent security threats against these systems. The purpose of this study is to identify and analyze common cyber 
security threats. To achieve this goal, a systematic approach was developed, and in total, 25 primary studies were 
conducted identified, and analyzed. After a detailed analysis of the selected studies, we identified the key safety threats 
and their frequency of occurrence. The information was also compiled and analyzed to present the publication site, the 
country was the publication was highly targeted infrastructure and usage. The results show that the safety measures 
mentioned so far only security are generally targeted, and the remedies proposed in these studies need to be thoroughly 
validated and implemented. Moreover, our findings show that the majority of the subjects selected in this article aim for 
handful common security concerns threats such as identity theft and cyber-attacks.  However, there is a must to be 
cautious be identified important cyber-threats, targeted/harassed applications, mitigation solutions, and infrastructure 
over them and the challenges facing an existing province, so that scholars and interpreter can collaborate will be able to 
obtain a better comprehension thereof. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 
The World Health Organization announced COVID-19 for the outbreak in Wuhan, China in 2020. Diseases have 
adversely affected the world's economy and existence. [1] Many countries round the world have imposed restrictions 
on travel, keys, and public transportation. Within the current context of the system, Information and Engineering plays 
a crucial role in human communication. Most educational institutions use online platforms, where students and staff 
work from home. Additionally, these businesses, health care emails, food delivery, and online shopping have seen an 
excellent need. Cruel attackers may view COVID-19 as a chance to launch an attack on gain and further their evil 
intentions. The character and severity of those attacks increase over time. At present, many companies and nations are 
put at risk thanks to an absence of awareness of the various kinds of assaults, their ubiquity, and their limited sharpness. 
Developing appropriate security measures requires an intensive understanding of such attacks and their isolation. Thus 
a good range of cyberattacks and segmentation attacks form an integral a part of cyber security programs. The study 
attempts to differentiate attacks supported various factors like severity, purpose, legitimacy to produce insight into the 
motive for these attacks which will allow program planners to develop safety features and procedures on the idea of the 
attack process. The study attempts to differentiate attacks supported various factors like sharpness, purpose, legitimacy 
to provide insight into the motive for that attack that might allow system planners to enhance security devices and 
processes on the idea of attack mode. This paper tries to convey an inspiration of the assorted attack styles, there are 
basic methods and solutions under them under and also mentioned the references we employed in this research. 
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WHAT CYBER SECURITY THREATS ARE? 

The cyber security threat refers to any malicious attack that could otherwise infringe on the data, disrupt digital 

operations, or damaged data as per crime cost growth fig (a).  

Figure (a). Rising Costs of Cyberwarfare. 

Many cyber-attacks have led to the emergence of sensitive data. For example, violations of 2017 Equifax 
endanger the personal data of nearly 143 million consumers, including birthdays, addresses, and Social Security 
numbers. In 2018, Marriott International [2] revealed that hackers had access to the company ’s servers and stole 
the information of about 500 million customers. In this instance, the organization's failure to use, test, and re -
test technological protections such as encryption, authentication, and firewalls exacerbates the cyber security 
threat. Cybercriminals can use sensitive personal or corporate data to steal information or gain access to their 
financial accounts, among other things that can be harmful, which is why cyber security experts are important to 
keep your personal information safe. 

II. POPULAR ATTACKS 

 
There are many attacks which were taking place in the world, here we listed some out of them which are common 
and that much important too. 

1. Ransomware attack: 
Hackers lock the personal computer and access all the information from computers for demanding money and 
blackmailing. The attacks through an initial social engineering attack or exploiting a weakness in the system, the 
malicious ransomware software is installed on a system and then waits for a signal to begin for encrypting all the 
files and data which can unreadable to the owner, [10] the ransomware does this by using an encryption algorithm 
like AES or RSA to encrypt every file it can and the key to decrypting all of the files is in the hands of the 
attackers. The attackers demand money in the form of bitcoins as per record the annual damage due to 
Ransomware attacks fig (b). 

Figure (b). Annual Ransomware Damage. 
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2. WannaCry attack: 
The WannaCry attacks asked for around 0.1 Bitcoin i.e. $300 and gave the user 3 days to pay money after 3 days 
the money gets doubled, for another 3 days, and then the data was gone. 
In last year,[10] the WannaCry had infected over 200,000 device systems like Windows XP were particularly 
vulnerable as no correct patch was available at that time to protect them. The most of the infected device was 
running on windows 7 and they were vulnerable and infected because of WannaCry’s ability to spread easily and 
rapidly through local networks. 
The NHS (National Health Services of Britain) was one of the worst infected organizations around the globe and 
this attack caused them around $100M. As a single of students from England, he was studying cyberspace safety 
and he began to search on WannaCry attack and he discovered a URL in the code for the unregistered domain. 
               (Domain – IUQERFSODP9IFJAPOSDFJHGOSURIJFAEWRWERGWEA.COM) 
That boy quickly registers the domain himself and after that, the infection rate of attack suddenly and rapidly 
started to drop. Later it was found that this domain was a “kill chain”. 
 

3. NotPetya attack: 
According to a security expert, the NotPetya is made to spread quickly and cause damage with a single hit possibly 
a debatable cover of ransomware, [3] NotPetya is malware, not Ransomware, by the cyber security company 
Lucideus, the goal of this malware is purely evil and its motive is not to make money but to destroy data, it will 
simply destroy your file on the computer. NotPetya’s primary target is businesses, this means that it can spread 
across the networks. This malware has infected the private terminal operated by Maersk at Jawaharlal Nehru trust 
and major businesses in Europe, US and Asia. The affected businesses include France saint Gobain, Russian Evraz, 
and Rosneft. 
For avoiding this, you have to update your computer regularly or you can create a “perfc.dat “file in your windows 
folder with read-only mode. So it stops the malware from deleting your files. 
 

4. Phishing attack: 
The term Phishing with a pH is a spin on the word phishing because attackers are hanging a fake attraction of a 
legitimate-looking email, website, or ad, hoping the users will bite by providing the information. The attackers 
have requested such as a credit card number, account number, user names, passwords, and other important 
information, they frequently carried out by adding the link on the quote phishing messages that appears to take you 
to the business's website to fill in your website information but the website is a fake and the information you 
provide goes straight to the skew – whiff behind the scam. 
The phishing technique continues to find various and fresh approaches to avail vulnerabilities like sites as fig (c) 
beside this there are some phishing techniques like email phishing which is the more popular widely well-known 
form of phishing attack is an attempt to gain access to your personal information an email that sums to be from a 
legitimate group. The second technique such as malware phishing uses the same technique as email phishing but 
this attack encourages targets to click a link or download an attachment, so some way virus can be installed on 
your devices. 

Figure (c). Phishing Attacks. 
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III. REASONS OF ATTACKS 

 
There are many causes for assaults in any organization, workplace, or on a personal level, but some of the more 
prevalent and essential ones are given here: 

 One of the common reasons for attacks on devices is that the lack of regular updating in the system and 
number of systems are running on older versions due to that their security patch update isn't installed[4]. 

 Due to vulnerabilities in the system, [4] the attackers easily access and implanted the logic bombs, retina 
images, etc. so they can breach into the system.  

 There are millions of unsecured codes which may not be fully secured are squeezed by cybercriminals and 
they see the opportunity to go through the computer. 

 The users are attracted by some cookies or websites, via mail which causes them into trouble due to the 
negligence attitude towards the safety of computers. 

 

IV. CHALLENGES IN EXISTING STATE 

 

 The 5G network [8] is something that makes young people want to know more. This is because it will allow the 
current generation to use their favourite gadgets very well. But here's the problem - the next generation will be the 
victims of emotional or physical abuse. Such attacks will come from the side of cyber attackers who will illegally 
enter 5G wireless networks that contain complex structures at various points and misuse the data collected or 
stored by smart plus speed tools. Those attackers could be third parties who, by their dynamic marketing strategies, 
have suffocated the communications department. With the increased demand for M2M connection, the 5G 
infrastructure market might reach 47.775 million US dollars by 2027. As a result, it's critical to track down the 
identities of third-party hackers who are on a never-ending quest to gain illegal access to user data and, as a result, 
violate privacy and confidence in the business sector. 
 

 Artificial Intelligence-enabled tools are now being used by the healthcare industry and resource departments. 
Additionally, those technologies offer specific machine learning and natural language processing (NLP) 
characteristics that aid in the control of data sets that are largely involved in patient information or orders involving 
vendors/distributors. More than 25% of health-care firms, according to a McKinsey survey, are investing in AI 
tools in this age-old COVID. More than 30% of analytics available through AI / ML techniques are used in the 
banking industry. fig (d) 

Figure (d). AI Impact derived from analytics. 
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Biometric passwords and logins are constantly changed by patients, distributors, and other third parties, which 
creates a significant gap in the use of Artificial Intelligent tools and procurement stakeholders. Thus, hackers can 
select pain points thus controlling the employment of information such as ant kills their encouraging growth by 
revealing their address, bank details, and other personal information. There is little doubt that cybercriminals will 
continue to access sensitive data in order to discover additional patients or supplier lines. 
 

 According to a CheckPoint study [9], the number of ransomware assaults worldwide is expected to climb to 102 by 
2021, with our country having a significant impact on 213 attacks per week. You may probably guess what 
happened during that assault! Cybercriminals target them by sending malware or other infections to your phones or 
the mobile networks you're currently using. This infects devices such as mobile phones and laptops connected to it, 
giving attackers access to all of your sensitive information. No one can now stop those cybercriminals from 
demanding a ransom (the amount required to release prisoners) and harassing you for it! More than 1000 
businesses are affected monthly as a result of this ransomware attack, and the number will grow if businesses do 
not reinforce their cyber security models or prevent their business aspects from being targeted by criminals. 

  

 On the other side, spear-phishing is a minor component of stealing sensitive information and its very advanced 
version. Online fraud sends out harmful emails to well-researched victims in this case ( such victims are carefully 
analyzed by cyber attackers for psychological and emotional reasons ). [5] According to Verizon's investigative 
report from 2021, 29 207 real-time security occurrences were investigated, with 5285 of them being confirmed as 
data breaches. In this example, theft of sensitive information accounts for 36% of the incidents, up 11% from the 
previous year. When it comes to the spear attack of the crime of stealing sensitive information, the number isn't 
mentioned, but there is debate of the guaranteed focus. Approximately 95% of enterprises are affected by this type 
of stolen spear attack and 61% of the data breaches are related. 

 

 When it comes to a tech behemoth or a well-known automation firm, employees are given specific privileges, 
putting financiers at danger of significant losses. All of this poses a threat from within. In the last two years, 
they've risen by 47 percent, and they've successfully enticed cybercriminals to properly feed their fraudulent 
activities. 
According to the Data Breach Report fig (e), these threats affect more than 34% of firms each year, providing a 
chance for risk breaches to harm customer trust and reputation. Businesses do not take internal threats seriously 
because they believe it is more necessary to deal with complex market trends than to look at such risks! All of this 
has thrown the company's current situation into disarray, as their employees have agreed to make deals with 
hackers in exchange for access to sensitive company information. Later, those thieves gained access to the security 
systems of the companies on the second list. If enterprises continue to look down on them and delay in restricting 
their rights, it will be difficult for them to prohibit their employees from engaging in damaging and careless 
activity in other areas that violate the established cyber security terms. 
 

 
 

Figure (e). Data Breach report of Small Businesses. 
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V. SOLUTIONS 

 
The protection of interconnected systems, including hardware, software, and data, from cyber-attacks, is known as 
cyber security. Most of today’s professionals focus on determining the best way to defend everything from computers 
and phones to networks and databases from hackers. So the modern cyber security uses various tools, processes, and 
principles as a solution to protect information. 
 
 BluVector : 

Real IT technicians and cybersecurity systems seem to be under attack. New attack methodologies, such as malware 
delivered without attachments, are depleting resources and putting systems to the test. 
To begin with, new threats and attack strategies sometimes have a narrow moment of opportunity to penetrate through 
several defenders before defense catch up. 
Second, even if essential threats such as malware are eliminated, defenders due to the constant flood of false positive 
notifications, the system is likely to be overworked. Tasking machines and computers with self-protection is one 
approach that has lately become available. It is a security program that could be programmed the thing that acts like an 
unleashed then it could try and count malware and human back intrusion at machine speed. A move that could give 
defenders a serious home code advantage this exactly a BluVector defender. BluVector [6] works almost right away 
that also has deep machine learning capabilities so it is even smarter over the period and to learn each network that 
deploys its quacking algorithm and detection engines in a way that makes more sense for the sake of the climate. 
BluVector has either a physical network appliance or a virtual computer deployed. It can operate in sync with network 
traffic, detecting and removing threats in real time in an effort to keep its space safe that can scan the work perform by 
other programs and unleash catching threats that might have missed unrecommending fixes. It's built to handle all IPv6 
traffic as well as earlier IPv4 streams, allowing it to work in an environment with a lot of IOT control systems and data 
collecting devices. 

 
 Bricata: 

An intrusion prevention system or an intrusion detection system is already featured in even the most basic cyber 
defense measures for any moderate to large corporations. A very well IPS / IDS system that is national surveillance by 
a security team will identify the bulk of connectivity problems and data leaks by itself. Nevertheless, many 
corporations have one effective approach specially formulated to handle an IDS blind hole, as evidenced by the fact 
that many corporations have halted here. 
At its highest level, the BRICATA platform [12] remains active. Bricata protects network traffic and key assets with 
sophisticated IPS/ IDS security that includes various detection engines and threats. This will help the organisation to 
continue looking for tactical decisions using the same individuals and technologies that they use for IPS inspection. It 
would be a positive step forward in the quest for greater defense without the ping of loading extra features or retraining 
staff looking first a Bricata as a pure ideal system, it is installed as a physical or virtual appliance it acts as a the focal 
point and the module. This intern links up to networks sensors that are installed on a network choke point to capture 
traffic in data while Bricata sensors are generally often positioned at networking gateways, they may also be positioned 
around core assets of internal points to provide platform transparency into horizontal changes of future threats when 
network traffic drops. .Now it takes care of intrusion detection system. 
 

 Mantix4 : 

Because of the true extent of emerging attacks, any business of the any scale will almost certainly be stolen or 
penetrated at some point, irrespective about what or how often cyber safety precautions are in existence. 
The Mantix4 platform, named after the apex predator of the insect kingdom, the praying mantis, aims to address 
people's issues while also providing clients with powerful threat hunting capabilities. 

 
Threat hunting is integrated into the Software as a Service by the company, which employs a team of professionals to 
hunt on their behalf (SaaS). Mantix4 was created for the Canadian government's bureau of community defense, which 
is analogous to the US Department of Homeland Security. In Canada, Mantix4 helps to protect the system seating in 
ten sectors, considered critical infrastructure routing out threats that might bypass more traditional protection. This 
system is deployed as two components, The first part consists of an observer sensor that sits alongside routers or at 
network gateways at critical points within a protected network, though they can be deployed almost anywhere 
depending on their needs. The sensors are lightweight and must be contained within the virtual environment or within a 
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data center with special restrictions. The observer sensor, on the other hand, is processed and captures an amount of 
visitors. the capability will most likely be as a tiny device that just hosts the company's services. The sensors can be set 
to work inline or depressively sniffed network traffic.  

 
 SecBI : 

This tool [7] covers all the important aspects of any industry level cyber security plan i.e. traffic analysis. Network 
traffic analysis tools have been used for a long time to improve efficiency and corporate network performance by 
locating underutilized capacity bandwidth and eliminating choke spots. It has lately been utilized as a component of 
cyber security solutions, which makes sense given that, aside from insider threats, attacks will be initiated, finished, and 
managed by external parties. The communication between the inside threat virus and its handlers on the outside is 
recorded using traffic analysis methods. The issue is that the reasoning behind the use of traffic analysis software is 
incorrect. Although cyber security is strong, the truth is that even a small to medium-sized business will create 3 to 4 
billion logs every month. Whether it's human or computer-assisted help, no person will be able to go through it and 
discover anything useful.Traditionally, capturing all of that data has necessitated the installation of network traps on all 
network gateways, for an organization with branch offices or remote locations the no of trap installation can be planned 
pretty high, and even then it’s possible that some traffic will get through the gates. 
SecBI has been updated with new software aimed at addressing both of these issues: the volume of data required for 
actionable intelligence threats and the dependency on network traffic technology. They accomplished this by providing 
their analyzer as a software module that really can perform on premise or in the cloud, and it just looks at log files, so 
no network traps, client agents, or anything other than access to generate files are required, If finely-tuned Algorithms 
are used to crunch those billions of events in the logs in search of patterns connected to ongoing attacks or a 
progressive persistence threat, it can be deployed with as a pay as you go contract where users only pay on basis of how 
many gigabytes log files data to be process. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

 

In the contemporary state of cyberspace, the organization, an individual gets online to survive and set its priorities 

resources on the webserver that are explicitly available through the HTTP interface. By making all these resources 

secure the organization must follow certain safety standards or guidelines. Unfortunately, security solutions are mostly 

static-based signatures if any signature is present detect the malicious activity or vice versa. As a result, a robust 

solution is required to combat future dangers that arise on a daily basis. Furthermore, there is a semantic requirement 

for a solution that can comprehend the context of dangers prior to preparation. 
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